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The theory of total positivity for reductive algebraic groups G was
w xintroduced by Lusztig in the fundamental paper Lu1 . While the defini-
tions of the totally positive parts of G and other related varieties can be
stated in elementary ways, many of their properties are only proved using
the deep positivity properties of canonical bases. The cell decomposition of
the totally nonnegative part B of a flag variety proved here has beenG 0
w xconjectured in Lu1 and is another example of this phenomenon. The idea
w xbehind this cell decomposition is the following. By Lu1 , the totally
positive part B of a real flag variety is a connected component of the) 0
intersection of two opposed big cells. Here we generalize this result by
identifying a ``totally positive'' connected component in any intersection of
two opposed Bruhat cells and showing that it is topologically a cell. These
connected components are then the cells in the proposed cell decomposi-
Ž .tion of B . In particular, B becomes the unique open cell, and theG 0 ) 0
 q y140-dimensional cells are simply wB w for Weyl group elements w. ForÇ Ç
general intersections of opposed Bruhat cells it is not obvious that a
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positive part exists, that is, that their intersection with B is nonempty.G 0
Showing this is in some sense the heart of the proof, and this is where we
Ž .require the use of canonical bases see Proposition 2.6 .
The parameterization of this decomposition comes from indexing the
Bruhat cells and opposite Bruhat cells by Weyl group elements in an
appropriate way. Then pairs of opposed Bruhat cells with nonempty
Ž Ž . Ž ..intersection of pure dimension l w9 y l w are labelled precisely by
Ž . Ž w x.pairs w, w9 with w F w9 see KL, D .
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group split over R with fixed
Ž q y . Ž w x.pinning T , B , B , x , y ; i g I see Lu1 . In the following all varietiesi i
will be identified with their R-valued points. Furthermore the topology
considered will be the Hausdorff topology coming from the standard
topology on R. Let B be the variety of all Borel subgroups of G, and
Ž .W s N T rT denote the Weyl group with longest element w g W. LetG 0
 < 4s i g I be the set of simple reflections in W corresponding to thei
Ž .pinning. Write l w for the length of w g W, and w for a representative ofÇ
Ž . w xw in N T . We start by recalling some results of Lusztig's from Lu1 .G
1.1. Total Positi¤ity in Uq. Let Uq and Uy denote the unipotent
radicals of Bq respectively By. The totally nonnegative part Uq of Uq isG 0
 Ž . < 4the semigroup generated by the set x a a g R , i g I . Analogously,i G 0
y  Ž . < 4U is the semigroup generated by y a a g R , i g I .G 0 i G 0
For every w g W with reduced expression w s s ??? s consider thei i1 k
map
k qR* “ UŽ .
a , . . . , a ‹ x a ??? x a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k i 1 i k1 k
Ž . k  4depending on i [ i , . . . , i g I , where R* s R _ 0 . The image of the1 k
connected component R k under this map clearly lies in Uq . We denote) 0 G 0
qŽ . w xit by U w . By Lu1, 2.7 it is independent of the choice of reduced
qŽ .expression i. In fact, U w can also be characterized as
Uq w s BywByl Uq .Ž . Ç G 0
qŽ . qIn particular, the U w form a cell decomposition of U .G 0
Uq s " Uq w .Ž .G 0
wgW
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qŽ .For w s w the component U w is itself a semigroup. It is called the0 0
``totally positive submonoid'' of Uq and denoted by Uq . The closure of) 0
q q Ž w x.U turns out to coincide with U see Lu1, 4.2 .) 0 G 0
In all of the above, Uq can be replaced by Uy, with the x 's replaced byi
y y yŽ .the y 's. In this way U , U , and the U w 's are defined.i ) 0 G 0
1.2. Total Positi¤ity in B. We denote the action of g g G on B by
g : B “ B
B ‹ g ? B ,
where g ? B stands for the conjugate Borel subgroup gBgy1.
The totally positive part B of the flag variety is then defined as the) 0
orbit Uq ? By of Byg B under conjugation by elements of Uq . Lusztig) 0 ) 0
w xshowed in Lu1, 8.7 that
Uq ? Bys Uy ? Bq.) 0 ) 0
So the definition of B is symmetric in Uq and Uy. It is interesting to) 0
note that the proof of this elementary statement actually already uses
canonical bases, and is therefore not at all elementary.
Finally, the totally nonnegative part B of B is defined to be theG 0
Ž .closure of B in B with respect to the Hausdorff topology . The) 0
proposed cell decomposition of B comes from the two opposed BruhatG 0
decompositions of B. We will sometimes use the notation
w
B “ B9 for B , B9 g B and w g W
Ž . Ž . Ž y y.if B, B9 is conjugate under G acting diagonally to the pair B , w ? B .Ç
w xNote that our conventions differ from the ones in Lu1 in this point. Let
w, w9 g W. We use the following notation for Bruhat cells with respect to
By and Bq,
w9y y y y<C [ B B “ B s B w9 ? BÇ½ 5w 9
w w0q q q y<C [ B B “ B s B w ? B .Ç½ 5w
y Ž . q Ž .Note that C has dimension l w9 while C has codimension l w in B.w 9 w
The intersection Cy l Cq is nonempty precisely if w F w9, in which casew 9 w
Ž . Ž .it is a smooth variety of pure dimension l w9 y l w . For a proof of this
w xstatement see Lu2 . It can also be found implicitly in the Appendix of
w xKL .
We write
R [ Cy l Cq.w , w 9 w 9 w
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Our aim is to prove that R [ R l B is a cell of dimensionw , w 9;) 0 w , w 9 G 0
Ž . Ž .l w9 y l w . More precisely we propose that it is homeomorphic to
lŽw 9.y lŽw . Ž .R by a homeomorphism that extends to a real algebraic mor-) 0
Ž . lŽw 9.y lŽw . Ž .phism R* “ R see Theorem 2.8 . This was conjectured byw , w 9
Ž w x.Lusztig see Lu1, 8.15; Lu2 .
1.3. KEY EXAMPLE. If w s 1 in R then the conjecture followsw , w 9
directly from Lusztig's cell decomposition of Uq . In this caseG 0
R s Uq w9 ? By.Ž .1, w 9 ;) 0
Ž . lŽw 9.The desired algebraic map R* “ R is given by1, w 9
a , . . . , a ‹ x a ??? x a ? By,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k i 1 i k1 k
where s ??? s s w9 is a reduced expression. We will refer to this as thei i1 k
key example.
Using the identity Uq ? Bys Uy ? Bq one can also construct the posi-) 0 ) 0
tive part for R , this time from the cell decomposition of Uy . Onew , w G 00
gets
R s Uy ww ? Bq,Ž .w , w ; ) 0 00
Ž . lŽw 0 .ylŽw .and for the desired map R* “ R ,w , w 0
b , . . . , b ‹ y b ??? y b ? Bq,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m j 1 j m1 m
where s ??? s s ww is a reduced expression. These last statements arej j 01 m
no longer elementary consequences of the definitions, though, since we
had to use the deep symmetry of B with regard to Bq and By.) 0
w xFinally, the 0-dimensional cells are known. By Lu1, 8.13 the W-con-
y  y4jugates of B all lie in B . Therefore R s R s w ? B .ÇG 0 w , w w , w ; ) 0
2. PROOF OF THE CELL DECOMPOSITION
The general idea of our proof of the proposed cell decomposition is to
w xuse the recursive procedure of Kazhdan and Lusztig KL for studying the
variety R and to examine what happens to the positive part at everyw , w 9
step. For B g B, we will sometimes write B G 0 instead of B g B . WeG 0
begin with some preliminary definitions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let w, ¤ g W with l w¤ s l w q l ¤ . Then there are algebraic maps
f : Cy “ Cy and f w , ¤ : Cq“ Cqw , ¤ w¤ w w w¤
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such that
w ¤yB “ f B “ BŽ .w , ¤
w w¤ y10 ¤q w , ¤B “ f B “ B.Ž .
These are uniquely determined as can be checked using properties of the
Ž w , ¤ .Bruhat decomposition. Also, writing down f and similarly f explic-w , ¤
itly one sees that they are algebraic. For example, consider Cy and Cy asw¤ w
parameterized by
;lŽw .q lŽ¤ . yR “ Cw¤
a , . . . , a ‹ y a s ??? y a s ? ByŽ . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç1 m i 1 i i m i1 1 m m
;lŽw . yR “ Cw
a , . . . , a ‹ y a s ??? y a s ? By,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç1 k i 1 i i k i1 1 k k
where s ??? s ??? s s w¤ is a reduced expression for w¤ such thati i i1 k m
s ??? s is a reduced expression for w. Then f is given in thesei i w , ¤1 k
Ž .coordinates simply by projection onto the first l w components.
We start by checking that f preserves positivity in the key example.w , ¤
Ž y1 .2.1. LEMMA. Let w9 g W, B g R , and ¤ g W such that l w9¤1, w 9; ) 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .y1 y1s l w9 y l ¤ . Then f B g R .w 9¤ , ¤ 1, w 9¤ ; ) 0
y qŽ .Proof. By the key example, B s x ? B for some x g U w9 . We write
Ž . Ž .x as x a ??? x a where a , . . . , a g R and s ??? s s w9 is ai 1 i m 1 m ) 0 i i1 m 1 m
reduced expression with s ??? s s ¤ . Then it is easy to check thati ikq 1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž . y qŽ y1 . yy1f B s x a ??? x a ? B and therefore lies in U w9¤ ? B sw 9¤ , ¤ i 1 i k1 k
y1R .1, w 9¤ ; ) 0
To try to reduce the study of R to the key example R , wew , w 9; ) 0 1, w 9; ) 0
yŽ y1 .conjugate by an element of U w . Some elementary properties of the
resulting map are listed in Lemma 2.2.
yŽ y1 .2.2. LEMMA. Let w g W and y g U w .
Ž .a If B g B then y ? B g B .G 0 G 0
Ž .b Conjugation by y induces embeddings
Cq“ Cq, Cy “ Cy, and R “ R .w 1 w 9 w 9 w , w 9 1, w 9
Ž . y Ž . Ž . Ž .c For B g C with l w9¤ s l w9 q l ¤ , we ha¤ew 9¤
f y ? B s y ? f B .Ž . Ž .w 9 , ¤ w 9 , ¤
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Proof. Conjugation by y preserves Uy ? Bq and therefore also itsG 0
Ž . Ž . q y1 qclosure which is B . This implies a . To see b note that y g B w B .ÇG 0
Hence if B g Cqs Bqww ? Bq, then y ? B g Bqw ? Bqs Cq. The re-ÇÇ Çw 0 0 1
Ž . ymaining statements in b follow since y g U . Finally, recall that
w9 ¤ w9y yŽ .B “ f B “ B, by definition. Then conjugation by y gives B “ y ?w 9, ¤
¤Ž . Ž .f B “ y ? B which implies c .w 9, ¤
In the next lemma we begin to study the maps f and f w , ¤ in general.w , ¤
The proof of this lemma will no longer be elementary, in that we use
Lusztig's deep result about the symmetry of B with respect to Bq and) 0
By to deduce properties for f w , ¤.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.3. LEMMA. Suppose ¤ , w, w9 g W, such that l w¤ s l w q l ¤ and
Ž . Ž . Ž .l w9¤ s l w9 q l ¤ .
Ž . y Ž .a Let B g C . If B G 0, then f B G 0.w 9¤ w 9, ¤
Ž . q w , ¤Ž .b Let B g C . If B G 0, then f B G 0.w
Ž .c If w F w9 then f gi¤es rise to an isomorphism f : R “w 9, ¤ w¤ , w 9¤
R that restricts to a bijectionw , w 9
f : R “ R .) 0 w¤ , w 9¤ ; ) 0 w , w 9 ; ) 0
Ž . yProof. Note that statement a is true for B g R ; C , by Lemma1, w 9¤ w 9¤
2.1. Now suppose B g R where w / 1. In that case consider thew , w 9¤ ; ) 0
yŽ y1 .curve R “ U w given by) 0
t ‹ y t [ y t y t ??? y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j1 2 l
y1 Ž . Ž .for some reduced expression s s ??? s of w . By Lemma 2.2 a and bj j j1 2 l
Ž . Ž Ž . .we have y t ? B g R . Hence f y t ? B G 0 and by continuity1, w 9¤ ; ) 0 w 9, ¤
Ž . Ž . yas t goes to 0, also f B G 0. This implies a , since C s " R .w 9, ¤ w 9¤ w , w 9¤w
Ž . Ž .Assertion b follows by symmetry. Statement c is an immediate conse-
w , ¤Ž . Ž . <quence of a and b , since the inverse of f is given by f .Rw , w 9
2.4. Let w - w9 g W and s be a simple reflection such that w - ws
and w9s - w9. By properties of the Bruhat decomposition, f restrictsw 9s, s
to
p s p : R “ R " R .w , w 9 , s w , w 9 w , w 9s w s , w 9s
ŽIn the following we study the behaviour of p denoted p if the w, w9,w , w 9, s
.and s are clear from context with respect to total positivity.
LEMMA. For w, w9, s g W as abo¤e, the map p s p restricts to aw , w 9, s
map
p : R “ R .) 0 w , w 9 ; ) 0 w , w 9s ; ) 0
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Ž .Proof. Suppose B is an element of R . By Lemma 2.3 a wew , w 9; ) 0
Ž .know that B9 [ p B lies in B . It remains to show that B9 lies inG 0
yŽ y1 .R , as opposed to in R . Choose some y g U w . Then byw , w 9s w s, w 9s
Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.2 we have y ? B9 s y ? f B s f y ? B and y ? B gw 9s, s w 9s, s
R . Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, y ? B9 g R . But this can only1, w 9; ) 0 1, w 9s; ) 0
be the case if B9 g R . If B9 were in R then we would havew , w 9s w s, w 9s
y ? B9 g R , which is a contradiction.s, w 9s
2.5. Total Positi¤ity and Canonical Bases. We have not yet shown that
R is nonempty. Our proof of this fact requires the deep positivityw , w 9; ) 0
properties of Lusztig's canonical basis. Let r be the sum of all fundamen-
tal weights, V the irreducible representation of G with highest weight r,
and j g V a lowest weight vector. Then Lusztig's canonical basis of the
Ž . q Žquantized universal enveloping algebra of U with respect to the chosen
.pinning, or equivalently the corresponding set of Chevalley generators
Žgives rise to a basis B of V uniquely determined by the choice of j see
w x.Lu3 . Using this basis, B can be characterized as follows.G 0
Ž w x.THEOREM Lusztig Lu1, 8.17 . Let G be of simply laced type and
B g B. Then B lies in B if and only if the unique line in V stabilized by BG 0
is spanned by a ¤ector ¤ g V s Ý R b.G 0 bg B G 0
We apply this theorem in the proof of the following proposition to
explicitly construct elements in R .w , w 9; ) 0
yŽ y1 . q2.6. PROPOSITION. Let y g U w and B g C . If y ? B g B , thenw G 0
B g B .G 0
Proof. Note that it suffices to prove this proposition for simply laced
wgroups. The non-simply laced case then follows by arguments as in Lu1,
x8.8 . So we assume that G is simply laced.
Cq is decomposed asw
Cqs " R .w w , w 9
 < 4w 9 w 9Gw
Ž . Ž .We prove the proposition stratum by stratum by induction on l w9 y l w
Ž .for all w g W simultaneously . In the starting case of the induction a
 y4 w xstratum consists of just a single element, R s w ? B . By Lu1. 8.13Çw , w
this element lies in B . Thus the statement of the lemma holds trivially.G 0
Consider R with w - w9. First we show that we can assume thew , w 9
existence of a simple reflection s such that w - ws and w9s - w9. Let
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ g W be maximal such that l w¤ s l w q l ¤ and l w9¤ s l w9 q
Ž .l ¤ . We reduce the case B g R to B9 g R . Let B g R andw , w 9 w¤ , w 9¤ w , w 9
yŽ y1 . Ž .y g U w such that y ? B G 0. Then B9 [ f B g R andw 9, ¤ w¤ , w 9¤
Ž . yŽ y1 .y ? B9 s f y ? B G 0, by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. Choose y9 g U ¤ ,w 9, ¤
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yŽ y1 y1.so that y9y g U ¤ w . Then also y9y ? B9 G 0. Thus if the proposi-
yŽ y1 y1.tion holds for y9y g U ¤ w and B9 g R , then by Lemmaw¤ , w 9¤
Ž . yŽ y1 .2.3 c it also holds for y g U w and B g R . Therefore we canw , w 9
replace w, w9 by w¤ , w9¤ . By construction, any simple reflection that
increases the length of this new w must decrease the length of the new w9.
And such a simple reflection exists, since w - w9 F w .0
So we are reduced to considering strata R ; Cq for w - w9 with aw , w 9 w
simple reflection s such that w - ws and w9s - w9. This is the case in
which we can apply the induction hypothesis. Let B g R and y gw , w 9
yŽ y1 .U w such that y ? B G 0. Consider the commutative diagram
y 6




R " R R " R ,w , w 9s w s, w 9s 1, w 9s s, w 9s
where p and p are restrictions of f as in Subsection 2.4, and the1 w 9s, s
Ž . Ž .horizontal maps refer to conjugation by y. Then y ? p B s p y ? B and1
Ž .lies in R , by Lemma 2.1. Therefore p B lies in R and we can1, w 9s; ) 0 w , w 9s
Ž . Ž .apply the induction hypothesis to p B and y to get that p B g Rw , w 9s; ) 0
Ž . y1Ž Ž ..note that y takes R to R . Consider the fibers F s p p Bw s, w 9s s, w 9s
y1Ž Ž ..and F s p y ? p B and their nonnegative parts F [ F l B and1 1 ) 0 G 0
F [ F l B . Then B is an element of F such that y ? B g F . It1; ) 0 1 G 0 1; ) 0
remains to show that B G 0. This follows from the following claim.
Claim. Let B9 be an element of R , and let F and F be thew , w 9s; ) 0 1
y1Ž . y1Ž .fibers p B9 , respectively, p y ? B9 .1
Ž .a There is an isomorphism R* “ F that restricts to a homeomor-1
phism R “ F .) 0 1; ) 0
Ž .b The isomorphism y: F “ F given by conjugation with y re-1
stricts to a bijection F “ F of the positive parts.) 0 1; ) 0
Ž .Part a of this claim follows immediately from our analysis of the key
example. Since y ? B9 g R it is of the form x ? By for some x g1, w 9; ) 0
qŽ .  Ž . y< 4U w9 . The fiber F is then given by F s xx a ? B a g R* where1 1 i
Ž . Ž . ys s s see the proof of Lemma 2.1 . The map a ‹ xx a ? B fromi i
R* “ F has the desired properties.1
Ž .We now turn to assertion b . Note that by Lemma 2.2 we already know
that conjugation by y restricts to a map F “ F . The main point of) 0 1; ) 0
Ž .b is to show that F is nonempty, and in fact equals to the whole) 0
preimage of F . To do this we use the characterization of B in1; ) 0 G 0
terms of canonical bases to construct elements of F . Let g g BqwT lÇ) 0
Byw 9sBy such that g ? Bys B9. We apply g to the lowest weight j of theÇ Ç
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r-representation. Since B9 G 0 we can assume, by Lusztig's theorem, that
g .j g R b s V .Ý G 0 G 0
bgB
 Ž . y< 4Now written down explicitly, F s gx a ? B a g R* where s s s . Toi i
Ž .determine which elements of F lie in F we need to study the gx a .j) 0 i
for a g R*. Let e be the Chevalley generator of the Lie algebra of Uqi
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that x a s exp ae . Then in the r-representation x a .j s j qi i i
Ž .ae .j and e .j g B is the unique canonical basis element in the ys .r -i i i
Ž .weight space. We have therefore g. e .j s gs .j for a suitable choice ofÇi i
y w , sŽ y.s . It is easily verified that gs ? B s f g ? B and thus lies in B . SoÇ Çi i G 0
Ž .  4g. e .j g s V for some sign s g "1 . Thereforei G 0
gx a .j s g .j q ag . e .j lies in V whenever s a g R ,Ž . Ž .i i G 0 ) 0
and the connected component
0 y <F [ gx a ? B s a g R : F 4Ž .i ) 0 ) 0
of F lies in F . Now since y: F “ F is an isomorphism preserving) 0 1
Ž Ž .. Ž .positivity 2.2 a , and by the description in a above of F we see that1; ) 0
y ? F 0 s F . We get inclusions1, ) 0
y ? F : F s y ? F 0 : y ? F .) 0 1; ) 0 ) 0
Thus F s F 0, and conjugation by y induces a bijection F “ F .) 0 ) 0 1; ) 0
2.7. LEMMA. Let w - w9 g W and s be a simple reflection such that
w - ws and w9s - w9. There exists a real algebraic map c : R = R* “w , w 9s
R that restricts to a homeomorphismw , w 9
c : R = R “ R) 0 w , w 9s ; ) 0 ) 0 w , w 9 ; ) 0
and such that the following diagram commutes
c 6




R R " R .w , w 9s w , w 9s w s, w 9s
Ž .*
ŽHere pr is projection onto the first factor, p s p as in Subsec-1 w , w 9, s
.tion 2.4 , and i is the ob¤ious inclusion.
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Proof. First note that this statement is true for w s 1 by the key
Ž y .example. Here we define c s c : R = R* “ R by x ? B , a ‹1 1, w 9s 1, w 9
Ž . y q y yxx a ? B , where x g U l B w9sB and s s s . It clearly has all theÇ Çi i
properties required in the lemma.
yŽ y1 .Let y g U w . We consider the following commutative diagram,
where p s p and y stands for conjugation by y.1 1, w 9, s










R R " R1, w 9s 1, w 9s s, w 9s
Ž .**
Ä Ž .By the lower half of this diagram we see that the image of c [ c ( y = id1
y1Ž . Ž y1Ž .. Ž . Ž .lies in p y ? R s y ? p R : y ? R . Therefore c B, a1 w , w 9s w , w 9s w , w 9
y1 Ž .[ y ? c y ? B, a defines a real algebraic map c : R = R* “ R1 w , w 9s w , w 9
Äwith the property c s y(c .
Next we study the restriction of c to R = R . Consider anw , w 9s; ) 0 ) 0
Ž . Ž .element B, a g R = R . Then c B, a g R and, by thew , w 9s; ) 0 ) 0 w , w 9
Ž . Ž . Žproperties of c , y ? c B, a s c y ? B, a lies in R note that1 1 1, w 9; ) 0
. Ž .y ? B g R by Lemma 2.2 . Therefore c B, a G 0, by Proposi-1, w 9s; ) 0
tion 2.6. Thus the restriction of c gives rise to a continuous map
c : R = R “ R . Its inverse should be given by B9 ‹) 0 w , w 9s; ) 0 ) 0 w , w 9; ) 0
Ž y1 .Ž y1Ž ..y = id c y ? B9 . The first component of this map is just1
yy1 (p ( y s p and the second component equals the second component1
y1 Ž . y1 Ž . Ž y1 .Ž y1Žof c ( y. Thus by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.2 a , c B9 [ y = id c y ?1 ) 0 1
.. Ž .B9 lies in R = R for B9 g R , and c is a homeo-w , w 9s; ) 0 ) 0 w , w 9; ) 0 ) 0
morphism.
Ž . Ž .It remains to note that the diagram * commutes. This follows since *
Ž .can be obtained from the lower half of the commutative diagram ** by
y1conjugating all the maps by y and restricting.
Ž . Ž .2.8. THEOREM. Let w - w9 g W and m [ l w9 y l w . Then there
Ž .mexists a real algebraic map g : R* “ R such that its restriction defines aw , w 9
homeomorphism g : R m “ R .) 0 ) 0 w , w 9; ) 0
Ž . Ž .Proof. The theorem is proved by induction on l w9 y l w . For the
Ž . Ž .start of induction we have l w9 s l w q 1. Suppose first that w9 s ws
Žfor some simple reflection s. In this case Lemma 2.7 applies and since
.R s R is a single point gives the desired map R* “ R . Inw , w 9s w , w w , w s
Ž . Ž .general, w - w9 and l w9 s l w q 1 implies that we can write w s xy
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and w9 s xsy for some x, y g W with l xy s l x q l y s l w , and s a
simple reflection. But this case reduces to the previous one by Lemma
Ž .2.3 c .
Now let w - w9 g W arbitrary, and let ¤ g W be of maximal length
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that l w¤ s l w q l ¤ and l w9¤ s l w9 q l ¤ . Again by Lemma
Ž .2.3 c we see that it suffices to show the theorem for R . In particularw¤ , w 9¤
we need only prove the theorem for pairs w, w9 for which there exists a
simple reflection s with the property w - ws and w9s - w9.
Ž .my 1In this case we have an algebraic map g 9: R* “ R given byw , w 9s
Ž .mthe induction hypothesis. Let g : R* “ R be defined as the compo-w , w 9
sition
g 9=id cm my1
g : R* ( R* = R* “ R = R* “ R ,Ž . Ž . w , w 9s w , w 9
with c as in Lemma 2.7. Then g is clearly algebraic and restricts to a
homeomorphism
g s c ( g X = id : R m ( R my 1 = R “ R .Ž .) 0 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 w , w 9 ; ) 0
This finishes the proof of the proposed cell decomposition. In conclu-
sion we remark that for each w F w9 the cell R is a connectedw , w 9; ) 0
component of R , since it is open and closed in R . The topology ofw , w 9 w , w 9
the other connected components of R is not known, but they will inw , w 9
Ž w x.general not all be cells see, for example, R .
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